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Impacts of large scale climate
modes on the current and future
bimodal wave climate of a semi-
protected shallow gulf
Benjamin Perry1*, Bas Huisman2,
José A. A. Antolı́nez3*, Patrick A. Hesp1

and Graziela Miot da Silva1

1Beach and Dune Systems (BEADS) Laboratory. College of Science and Engineering, Flinders
University, Adelaide, SA, Australia, 2Deltares, Delft, Netherlands, 3Department of Hydraulic
Engineering, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, Delft University of Technology,
Delft, Netherlands
The bimodal wave climate of the semi-protected shallow Gulf St Vincent in South

Australia has been analyzed through a forty-year (1980-2020) wave hindcast and

an investigation into the climatic drivers of wave climate anomalies is presented.

The sea and swell partitions of the wave climate were modelled independently as

well as using an integrated model with both partitions represented. The wave

hindcast was validated against two wave buoys located off the coast of Adelaide’s

metropolitan beaches and key wave parameter anomalies were calculated across

the gulf. Teleconnections were investigated, and the Southern Annular Mode is

found to have the strongest correlations to wave parameter anomalies while the

Southern Oscillation Index and the Dipole Mode Index fluctuations are found to

correlate seasonally with wave parameter anomalies. Projected future trends of

these climate drivers from literature have been related to the teleconnections

found in this study to inform future trends of bimodal wave conditions in the gulf.

The Southern Annular Mode is projected to trend positive which will reduce wave

height and the westerly component of waves in the gulf, while the Southern

Oscillation Index is projected to become more variable in the future which will

lead to more extreme winter and spring wave conditions. An understanding of

these trends allows coastal managers to pre-emptively manage the impacts of

waves on the coastline at a seasonal to annual basis and provides insight into

future wave conditions beyond these time periods.
KEYWORDS

wave modelling, southern annular mode, Enso, Indian Ocean Dipole, Gulf St Vincent,
South Australia
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1 Introduction

Ocean waves play an important role in sediment transport and

mixing in the coastal zone (Wandres et al., 2018). Wave-driven forces

are an important driver for coastal erosion in nearshore areas in

conjunction with beach profile retreat due to sea level rise and

increased storminess (Hemer et al., 2007; Ranasinghe et al., 2023).

Coastline changes are the result of a very delicate balance of small

gradients in alongshore transports, which are determined mainly by

the local wave climate where even subtle changes can result in large

scale erosion or accretion (Splinter et al., 2012), and self-

reorganization (Ashton et al., 2001; Antolıńez et al., 2018).

Understanding regional wave climates is therefore important for

coastal planning, management and protection (Wandres et al., 2018).

The most common approach to assess the current influence of

wave climates on beaches is through a combination of data analysis

and numerical models (Smith et al., 2021). Numerical models are

able to fill the temporal and spatial gaps in measured data and are

relatively inexpensive in comparison to physical measurements

(Albuquerque et al., 2021). Numerical models can go a step

further, not only characterising the present-day conditions

(seasonal, inter decadal and long-term trends), but also assessing

future impacts on the wave climate and subsequent effects for the

coastal management (Méndez and Rueda, 2020).

Not only the average climate conditions, but also the temporal

variability of the wave climate is relevant for coastline changes,

especially at seasonal to yearly time scales. Those ‘medium-term’

fluctuations and anomalies can be derived from wave hindcasts and

can be compared to climatic indices which describe the variability of

global circulation patterns. These studies have frequently been

performed at a global scale using global wave hindcasts. Reguero

et al. (2015) found correlations between wave energy and a range of

climate indices across the globe to highlight wave power resources

and assess their drivers. Odériz et al. (2020) found spatially dependent

positive and negative correlations between ENSO with both wave

power and wave direction anomalies globally. The study showed that

ENSO is the primary driver affecting global wave climates on

interannual timescales and suggested that the quantification of

wave climate variability attributed to ENSO could aid in first-pass

coastal risk assessments. Marshall et al. (2018) and Hemer et al.

(2010) have shown that the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is a

primary driver for seasonal and interannual variations in wave

climate in the Southern Hemisphere. An improved understanding

of the global climate drivers that cause seasonal to interannual

fluctuations at the coast has also been extended to morphological

impacts on coastal areas (Barnard et al., 2015), which provides insight

for coastal managers and practitioners to perform necessary pre-

emptive planning or management.

Global studies can provide a broad insight into the climate

modes which impact wave climates at a large scale, however there

are nuances in regional wave climates that are not well represented

at a global scale and require higher resolution analysis. For example,

local winds which force more localised sea waves are often poorly

represented in global reanalysis and forecasts but are captured more

effectively in higher resolution regional wave models (Elshinnawy

and Antolıńez, 2023). Where coastal settings are complex, the
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interpretation of global wave climate data is sensitive to spatial

and spectral resolution, as transformation of multimodal wave

conditions become key (Hegermiller et al., 2017). A study of a

bimodal directional wave climate in the Nordic seas showed that sea

wave height anomalies and swell wave height anomalies can have a

contrasting relation to the North Atlantic Oscillation (Semedo et al.,

2015). The study showed that in areas where sea waves are more

prevalent, a negative correlation was found while swell waves

tended to correlate positively highlighting the benefits of

analysing sheltered waters with a bimodal approach. Albuquerque

et al. (2021) performed a partitioned assessment of the New Zealand

wave climate where point location correlations were found between

sea and swell wave conditions with the Southern Oscillation Index

(SOI), Dipole Mode Index (DMI) and Southern Annular Mode

(SAM). This analysis provided insight into the differing

relationships between climate indices and both sea and swell

waves from various directions around New Zealand and similarly

to Semedo et al. (2015) highlighted the benefits of a multimodal

analysis. Though there have been studies of the links between

multimodal wave climates and large-scale climate drivers, there

remains a lack of literature concerning the detailed correlation

analysis of multimodal wave climates in localised semi-

enclosed basins.

The study location for this current research is the Gulf St

Vincent (GSV) in South Australia (see Figure 1), which is a semi-

enclosed gulf. The gulf is characterized by a bimodal wave climate

with a combination of swell waves from the southwest and

seasonally varying local sea waves. The precise occurrence and

properties of swell and sea waves are expected to determine the

delicate balance of sediment transports at the eastern side of the gulf

and are therefore essential for management practices along the

Adelaide Metropolitan Coast. Though waves in semi-protected

gulfs have been included in broader studies, they have not been

assessed in detail using a bimodal approach. Such knowledge on

their effects is very relevant for understanding the drivers for

regional coastal change when the study location is subject to a

nuanced wave climate that cannot be well represented in broader

global studies. GSV provides a suitable study site to assess the

impacts of large-scale climate modes in semi enclosed gulfs where

both wave climate modes impact sediment transport of managed

coastlines. Identifying these relationships will also provide an

example of how identifying historic relationships between wave

climate modes and climate indices can allow coastal managers to

pre-emptively manage coasts based on projections of how these

climate drivers may change into the future.

While in a national assessment Hemer et al. (2010) found that

seasonal variations in South Australia offshore swell wave

conditions related (with statistically significance at 95%) to the

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and Southern Annular Mode

(SAM), little is known if this correlation still holds for swells

penetrating the GSV, or for local wave generation. Of note is that

the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), which is due to the anomalous sea

surface temperature gradient between the southeastern equatorial

Indian Ocean and the western equatorial Indian Ocean, is of

relevance for rainfall in the GSV area so may play a role in the

generation of local seas (He and Guan, 2013; Kamruzzaman et al.,
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2020). This study presents a 40-year hindcast of the semi-enclosed

GSV wave climate with an analysis of seasonal to interannual

fluctuations of the bimodal sea state and locally relevant climatic

indices. A novel understanding is provided of the correlations of the

long-term global climate oscillations with the bimodal wave climate

of GSV. These relations provide a basis for understanding the local

coastal morphology of the Adelaide metropolitan coast and

expected sensitivity of the coastal stability to climate change. The

study site offers a suitable set of conditions to find correlations

between the bimodal wave climate and large scale climate drivers,

though it is expected that the methodology used in this study would

be suitable to other semi-enclosed basins around the world.
2 Materials and methods

The methodology presented in this study develops a wave

model to identify annual and seasonal trends in the bimodal wave

climate that can be compared to climatic indices that describe the

large scale climate drivers in the region. To perform this

comparison, a correlation analysis can be performed at all points

across the model domain in order to map areas in which significant

correlations exist between wave parameter anomalies and climate

indices. For the following sections, southern hemisphere seasons are

defined as summer (December, January and February), autumn

(March, April and May), winter (June, July and August) and spring

(September, October and November).
2.1 Study area characteristics

The study site is Gulf St Vincent (GSV), a intercratonic shallow

gulf (<40 m water depth) located in South Australia, bordered to the

west by the Yorke Peninsula and to the east by the Fleurieu
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
Peninsula (Figure 1). The gulf is part of the Great Australian

Bight Shelf with seabed sediments composed of mixed

terrigenous-carbonate sands (Short, 2020). The GSV’s area is

~7000 km² with a north to south fetch of ~150km and a west to

east fetch of ~70 km at its widest point. It is largely protected from

the Southern Ocean by Kangaroo Island which limits the swell

contribution to the wave climate within the gulf.

Local prevailing winds are typically from the west quadrant with

a higher prevalence of northwesterlies in winter and

southerwesterlies in summer which generate sea waves within the

gulf (Short, 2020). Seabreeze contributes to the wind climate with a

net southwesterly direction as a result of westerly local gulf breeze

and southerly continental sea breeze (Pazandeh Masouleh et al.,

2016). Sea breeze intensities increase in the summer months with a

greater southerly component. High-energy south/southwesterly

swell waves that originated in the Southern Ocean with an annual

mean significant wave height of approximately 3m (Young et al.,

2020; Smith et al., 2021) dampen through refraction around

Kangaroo Island. Some southwesterly swells can enter the gulf

through Investigator Strait (between Kangaroo Island and the

Yorke Peninsula, Figure 1) with less obstruction and consequently

propagate high wave energy across the gulf (Short, 2020). The

bimodal wave conditions are the dominant driver for sediment

transport on the beaches which varies seasonally but has a net

northerly transport. This imbalance requires active management

techniques such as sand nourishment to maintain recreational

beach widths (Townsend and Guy, 2017).
2.2 Wave model development

The wave climate hindcast was developed using the wave model

SWAN (Simulating Waves Nearshore); an open-source, third

generation wave model which implicitly takes into account the
FIGURE 1

(A) Study location (Australia boundaries from Australian Bureau of Statistics, July 2021) and bathymetric contours in metres (Australian Bathymetry
and Topography Grid, June 2009, Geoscience Australia), computational grid extents for the wave model and result output locations 1 to 3 displayed
as yellow circles. Australia boundaries from Australian Bureau of Statistics, July 2021. (B) Model bathymetry of grid 4 adjacent to the Adelaide
Metropolitan Coast (orange extent in A), beach survey profiles (Department for Environment and Water, 2020/2021) displayed as black lines and
national bathymetry points (Geoscience Australia, 2009) displayed as black dots, Australia boundaries from Australian Bureau of Statistics, July 2021.
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interaction between waves and currents through radiation stresses

(Booij et al., 1996). Three models were created to assess the (i) swell

partition, (ii) sea wave partition and (iii) integrated partition

contribution to the GSV wave climate. The integrated partition

model included both the sea wave component and swell boundary

components described in the following sections, while the swell

partition and local sea wave partition models only included their

respective components. The development of these models allows for

the common analysis of integrated conditions as well as extra

insight into each mode of the bimodal wave climate in GSV.

2.2.1 Wave model grid and bathymetry
This study presents results across the full extent of GSV,

however, the model grid is refined for greater accuracy offshore of

the Adelaide Metropolitan Coastline which lies on the eastern side

of the gulf (Figure 1). Nested grids of increasing resolution have

been adopted to assess wave conditions with enough resolution to

capture the dominant processes at the study site while keeping an

efficient computational time. Grids are comprised of square grid

cells with resolutions G1-4km, G2-2km, G3-500m and G4-100m.

Model bathymetry was developed using local surveyed beach

transects and a coarser national bathymetric grid (Geoscience

Australia, 2009). Beach profile surveys which extend approximately

2km seaward of the foreshore are performed regularly by the state’s

environmental authority, the Department for Environment and

Water. Recent profiles (2020/2021) were used to create nearshore

bathymetry using triangular interpolation between profiles. The

nearshore bathymetry from surveyed profiles was blended into the

coarser national bathymetric grid to create the bathymetry used for

the 40-years hindcast model (Figure 1).

2.2.2 Model boundary conditions
Wave boundary conditions were sourced from the Australian/

Western Pacific WaveWatch III nested CAWCR (Centre for

Australian Weather and Climate Research) wave hindcast (Smith

et al., 2021). This model was developed to provide global data with

increased resolution for applications in the Australian and West

Pacific region. The forcing of this model varies through the

simulation period with 1979-2013 generated using WaveWatch

III v4.08 and 2013-2020 generated using WaveWatch III v4.18.

Four-hourly integrated wave conditions were used from this model,

applied to southern and western boundaries of Grid 1. These

parametrised conditions are applied using a JONSWAP spectral

shape with a default peak enhancement factor of 3.3.

Reanalysis wind data has been applied uniformly across the

model domain at each four-hourly timestep from the ECMWF

ERA5 model (Hersbach et al., 2020).

The effect of changes in water depth due to tides is represented

using single uniform tidal level for each four-hourly timestep, the

tidal levels are sourced from the Outer Harbour tidal gauge, location

displayed in Figure 1.

2.2.3 Time period and computational time step
The model simulation spans from 1980-2020 (40 years). This

simulation length allows for medium term fluctuations in wave
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
characteristic anomalies to be established. The computational

timestep is four hours which was the minimum timestep able to

be used while maintaining a reasonable computational expense.

This time step is appropriate to assess trends and mean anomalies

which is the focus of this study, however extreme events may not be

adequately represented.

2.2.4 Settings
The SWAN model was run using third generation physics in

stationary mode. Depth induced breaking was used according to

Battjes and Stive (1985) with dissipation coefficient Alpha=1.0 and

breaker parameter Gamma=0.73. Whitecapping was activated

according to van der Westhuysen et al. (2007) and bed friction

according to (Hasselmann et al., 1973). Quadruplets were

considered for non-linear wave interactions, but triads were not

included. The model domain for each grid used a default circular

directional space and 24 frequency bins.

2.2.5 Verification of modelled data against
buoy measurements

Output extraction points are shown for two measured wave

buoy locations offshore of Semaphore and Brighton for model

validation (see Figure 1). Measured data from two SOFAR Spotter

wave buoys deployed within Gulf St Vincent were used for these

locations. At the time of model development, 1 month of measured

wave data was available. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R) was

calculated to assess correlation, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

was calculated to assess error margins, Scatter Index (SI) was

calculated to standardize RMSE and bias was calculated to

determine potential significant over or under prediction of

modelled conditions. The wave buoys are located on the eastern

side of the gulf (Figure 1), offshore of the Adelaide metropolitan

coastline and provide half-hourly integrated parameters of wave

height, period and direction.
2.3 Large scale climate modes

Southern Annular Mode (SAM), El Niño Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) are large scale climate

drivers in the Southern Hemisphere (Cai et al., 2011a) with the

potential to drive wave climate anomalies in GSV.

SAM is a widespread climate driver that encompasses the entire

extratropical region of the Southern Hemisphere (Fogt and Marshall,

2020). It is defined as the zonal mean atmospheric pressure difference

between the mid-latitudes (~40°S) and Antarctica (~60°S) (Marshall,

2003) and drives a westerly wind belt which moves between

Antarctica and Australia. When SAM is positive, the belt of

westerly winds moves closer to Antarctica, but when SAM is

negative the belt of westerly winds moves closer to the southern

regions of Australia (Swart et al., 2015). These fluctuations generally

occur over a timescale of two weeks to a season and have been found

to impact ocean waves in the Southern Ocean (Marshall et al., 2018).

The IOD represents the difference in ocean temperatures

between the west and east tropical Indian Ocean and its negative
frontiersin.org
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phase is associated with an increase in northwest cloud bands over

Australia (Cai et al., 2011b). When the Indian Ocean Dipole is

positive there are warm anomalies in the equatorial western Indian

Ocean and cold anomalies in the east (Cai et al., 2021b).

Fluctuations in IOD are strongly seasonal with their impacts on

Southern Australia predominantly felt in winter and spring

(Ummenhofer et al., 2011). A negative IOD has been found to

significantly correlate with increased rainfall, while a positive IOD

was found to correlate to wetter conditions (Ashok et al., 2007).

ENSO describes the oscillations of El Niño, neutral and La Niña

phases due to changes in intensity of the Walker circulation which

modulates sea surface temperature in the central and eastern

equatorial pacific (Cai et al., 2021). These surface temperature

oscillations are part of a feedback loop with trade winds across

the Pacific. McPhaden et al. (2006) describes this feedback, during

La Niña the trade winds elevate surface temperatures in western

Pacific and induce cooler water to upwelling in the eastern Pacific.

This creates an east-west pressure gradient that drives the trade

winds. The trade winds weaken during El Niño when the pressure

gradient reduces as atmospheric pressure increases in the western

Pacific and falls in the eastern Pacific. Oscillations of ENSO occur at

a time scale of approximately 2-8 years (Takahashi et al., 2011).

These three climate drivers have associated indices which

quantify their variability. The SAM index tracks the SAM, Dipole

Mode Index (DMI) tracks the IOD and the Southern Oscillation

Index (SOI) tracks ENSO. SAM and SOI were selected based upon

the correlations found in broader wave climate correlation studies

(Hemer et al., 2010), while DMI was selected based upon

correlations to other weather conditions local to GSV

(Kamruzzaman et al., 2020).
2.4 Analyses of the wave climate and
correlations with climate indices

Analyses of the modelled wave hindcast has been performed to

validate, characterize, and identify climatic drivers for the

integrated wave, sea wave and swell wave conditions.

The full 40-year hindcast wave climate results were analyzed to

characterize conditions in the gulf considering integrated, and sea

and swell wave climates independently. Model outputs have been

extracted and analyzed across grid extents with detailed time series

analyses performed at point locations shown in Figure 1. Points 1 is

positioned to capture the wave conditions passing through

Investigator Strait. Points 3 provides wave climate information for

the central Gulf St Vincent. Point 2 is positioned adjacent to the

Adelaide metropolitan coastline. Wave roses have been created to

identify seasonality in wave direction as well as call attention to

wave directions corresponding to more energetic conditions. Joint

probability analysis was performed on integrated conditions to

identify connections between wave parameters and highlight

discrete sets of conditions.

The 40-year modelled wave climate was then processed to find

seasonal and annual anomalies of wave parameters across the extent

of grid 2 with the aim of relating these anomalies to climate indices.

Significant wave height and mean values of period and direction
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
were chosen for analysis to include the entirety of the wave

spectrum for each partitioned model following Hemer et al.

(2010). Anomalies of these wave parameters were then correlated

against seasonal and annual fluctuations of DMI, SOI and SAM to

find relationships that characterize the seasonal and interannual

wave climate. These relationships were assessed by finding

statistically significant correlations between each parameter and

each climatic index across the entirety of grid 2 as presented in

Figure 1. Statistically significant correlations for this study were

defined as linear relationships between wave climate anomaly and

climate index with a Pearson correlation coefficient R>0.32, relating

to a 95% significance (P>0.05) level given 40 data points. The

correlations found in this analysis were then investigated to

understand the causation of these relationships.
3 Results

3.1 Model validation

Measured wave data from the two wave buoys in Gulf St

Vincent (see Figure 1) were compared to model outputs extracted

from the nearest grid cell over a 1 month period in September 2021.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R), Root Mean Square Error

(RMSE), Scatter Index (SI) and bias were calculated and are

presented in Figure 2.

Significant wave height correlations are R=0.88 when compared

against the Semaphore buoy and R=0.89 when compared against

the Brighton buoy. RMSE and bias results for significant wave

height suggest the model is overestimating wave height which is also

evident in the scatter plots presented in Figure 2. Correlations for

both mean and peak wave periods range between R=0.30 and

R=0.45 at Semaphore and Brighton respectively with high RMSE

(>5 seconds) for peak period. These statistics indicate that the peak

spectral conditions are not in consistent alignment between

modelled and measured data. The peak period scatter, as

presented in Figure 2, shows some occasions in which the

modelled peak period is underestimated at Semaphore and

overestimated at Brighton, which is supported by their

corresponding bias statistic. The mean and peak wave direction

statistics range between R=0.52 and R=0.8 suggesting that there are

reasonable correlations between modelled and measured data with

bias of less than 2 degrees. There is however, a more significant

RMSE and poor SI for direction parameters.
3.2 Mean wave conditions in GSV

Mean annual significant wave height has been calculated across

the gulf with variation shown between integrated, sea and swell

waves. The average annual significant wave height was computed

for the (a) combined sea wave and swell model, (b) sea wave only

model and (c) swell wave only model for the 40 year hindcast period

(Figure 3). The local sea waves reach an annual significant wave

height of approximately 0.5 m at offshore of the Adelaide

metropolitan coast and are relatively homogeneously distributed
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across the gulf. Swell waves penetrate the gulf from the west through

Investigator Strait with a mean annual significant wave height of

approximately 0.8 m at point 1 (from Figure 1) and 0.3 m offshore

of the Adelaide metropolitan coast and display a strong gradient in

Hs that decreases towards the north. The combined sea and swell

wave results (a) shows the characteristics of both results from (b)

and (c) with an even distribution of mean Hs across the northern

region of the gulf but an increase in Hs in the southern region is

subject to greater swell wave influence.

Anomalies to mean conditions, extracted from points 1 and 2

from Figure 1 are presented below in Figure 4. Fluctuations of mean

significant wave height at point 1 often exceed ±0.1m which at this

location is 20%.

Joint probability analyses displayed in Figure 5 show integrated

wave parameters plotted against significant wave height for a

location in Investigator Strait (P1) and a location adjacent to the
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Adelaide metropolitan coast (P2) (see Figure 1). The peak wave

conditions at point 1 are largely from a southwesterly direction with

a period of approximately 14 seconds. Wave heights exceeding 2 m

at this location are swell waves with a peak period longer than 10

seconds from a direction of approximately 240 degrees North.

Wave conditions at P2 are more varied with two distinct wave

partitions displayed in panel (E) of Figure 5. Swell wave significant

wave heights at this location are typically between 0.1-0.4 m and do

not exceed 1.2 m. Sea waves at this location are typically between

0.3-1.1m and reach a significant wave height of 2.8 m.

Seasonal and annual wave roses for a location in the central part

of the gulf (P3) (Figure 1) and adjacent to the Adelaide

metropolitan coast (P2) (Figure 1) have been constructed from

integrated conditions, swell wave partition and sea wave partition

and are shown in Figures 6 and 7, for P3 and P2 respectively. The

integrated parameter results at location P3 show that the dominant
FIGURE 3

Annual mean Hs from modelled wave hindcast for the Gulf St Vincent. (A) combined sea and swell waves, (B) sea waves, (C) swell waves.
FIGURE 2

Model validation results of wave parameters (significant wave height (Hs), mean period (Tm), peak period (Tp), Mean direction and peak direction)
from modelled waves plotted against measured data from wave buoys located offshore Semaphore Beach and offshore Brighton Beach. Validation
statistics correlation coefficients (R), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Scatter Index (SI) and bias.
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wave direction is from the southwest with wave heights up to 3m

entering the gulf. Significant wave heights greater than 2m are most

common in winter, autumn and spring from a south westerly

direction while the summer wave direction has a greater southerly

component with less conditions exceeding a significant wave height

of 2m. The seasonality of integrated conditions at location P2 follow

a similar trend to location P3, however the seasonal signal is

stronger with a greater contribution of northerly waves in winter.

These plots show the uniform distribution of the swell component

of waves within the gulf and highlight how this component

accounts for a significant portion of wave heights below 0.5m,

however they are not as energetic as the sea waves which are the

dominant contributor to wave larger than 1m at both locations.

These plots also highlight the seasonality of wave direction in the

gulf with northerly sea wave conditions prevailing in winter only.
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
3.3 Seasonal and annual wave climate
variability comparison to climate indices

Mean annual and seasonal significant anomalies of Hs, Tm and

DIRm parameters were assessed at locations P1 and P2 from

Figure 1. Given the annual (40 years) mean significant wave

height at this location is 0.3m and 1m respectively, anomalies

largely in the range of ±0.2 m are considered substantial. Mean

direction anomalies of up to ±20 degrees were also found and

considered significant, particularly when considering the potential

effects of these anomalies on sediment transport. Anomalies of Tm

were less significant with the biggest deviations from mean

conditions being approximately 7%. Given the magnitude of

anomalies and associated outcomes for longshore sediment

transport, Hs and DIRm were the parameters selected to perform
A B D

E F G H

C

FIGURE 5

Annual and seasonal wave roses at location P3 in the central part of GSV (see Figure 1) extracted from modelled wave timeseries with integrated
conditions, swell conditions and sea wave conditons.
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FIGURE 4

Joint occurrence plots at location P1 (A–D) and P2 (E–H) (see Figure 1) extracted from modelled wave timeseries. Significant wave height plotted
against peak period (Tp) (A, E), peak direction (DIRp) (B, D), mean period (Tm) (C, G) and mean direction (DIRm) (D, H) using a probability of
occurrence scale highlighting more common conditions (yellow) and less common conditions (blue).
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a correlation analysis with climate indices. The time series

anomalies of this parameters for P1 and P2 are displayed

in Figure 4.

The time series of climate indices used for analysis in this study

are presented in Figure 8.

3.3.1 Annual variations
Correlations of wave parameter anomalies with individual

climate indices are described below and presented in Figure 9.

Southern Annular Mode (SAM): Significant statistical

correlations were observed between the SAM anomaly and wave

conditions within the gulf. The annual mean significant wave height

anomaly and annual mean wave direction anomaly for the

integrated model both have significant negative correlations (R<-

0.32) to SAM. The annual mean significant wave height correlation

is stronger in the southern region (R<-0.5) of the gulf for integrated

conditions, with the area of significant correlation extending further

north for swell waves in particular. The annual mean wave direction

correlation is generally stronger in the northern region for

integrated conditions (R<-0.5), with the area of correlation

spanning the entire gulf for the sea wave results. These

correlations suggest SAM plays a significant role in annual swell

direction and annual sea wave direction anomaly.

Southern Oscillation Index (SOI): No Significant correlations

were found between the SOI annual anomaly and annual integrated

significant wave height or annual integrated mean wave direction

anomalies. An extent in the southern region of the gulf presents a

correlation between annual swell wave direction anomaly and SOI

annual anomaly, however no correlations were found between SOI
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anomaly and sea wave height parameters. This suggests that SOI

only plays a minor role in influencing swell wave direction with no

other significant teleconnections found at an annual scale.

Dipole Mode Index (DMI): A significant negative correlation

(R<-0.32) was found between the annual anomaly in DMI and

annual significant wave height anomaly in the southern region of

the gulf. A small region on the eastern side of the gulf shows a

significant correlation between annual anomaly in DMI and mean

annual sea wave direction anomaly (R<-0.32). Given a significant

correlation exists in the southern region between integrated wave

height and DMI anomaly but not each partition individually,

suggests that both partitions possess mild correlations which are

insignificant at a 95% level but when integrated become significant.

Mild correlations between annual DMI anomaly and annual wave

parameter anomalies suggest that this climate mode influences swell

wave heights in the southern region of the gulf and wave directions

on the eastern side of the gulf.

3.3.2 Seasonal variations
Seasonal correlations between wave parameter anomalies and

SAM anomalies are presented in Figure 10. The seasonal integrated

conditions anomaly in significant wave height was found to have a

significant negative correlation with SAM in winter (R<-0.4) and

spring (R<-0.5) across most of the gulf. Both the sea and swell waves

are affected by the SAM in the winter and spring season (R<-0.4). A

smaller area of significant negative correlation was found across the

southern region in summer (R<-0.32), which was affected just by

the swell waves. The seasonal integrated (sea and swell) conditions

anomaly in mean wave direction was found to have a significant
FIGURE 6

Annual and seasonal wave roses at location P2 adjacent to the Adelaide Metropolitan Coast (see Figure 1) extracted from modelled wave timeseries
with integrated conditions, swell conditions and sea wave conditons.
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negative correlation (R<-0.32) in summer and spring across much

of the gulf with correlations as strong as R<-0.5. In smaller areas in

the southern region of the gulf, these significant correlations (R<-

0.5) also occur in winter. Significant negative correlations were

found for the swell partition mean wave direction anomaly in

summer (R<-0.5), spring (R<-0.4) and winter (R<-0.32) while

significant negative correlations to the mean sea wave partition

direction were found in summer (R<-0.32) and spring (R<-0.4)
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only. These correlations suggest that SAM has significant influence

on wave conditions in GSV across all seasons except for Autumn.

Seasonal correlations between wave parameter anomalies and

SOI anomalies are presented in Figure 11. A significant positive

correlation was found between SOI and integrated significant wave

height anomaly in the northern region of the gulf in winter (R>0.4).

This winter correlation was found across the gulf in the sea wave

partition (R>0.4) but was not present in the swell wave partition. A
FIGURE 8

Time series of Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), Southern Annular Mode Index (SAM and Dipole Mode Index (DMI) from 1980-2020, sourced from
the Physical Sciences Laboratory (PSL) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
FIGURE 7

Time-series annual and seasonal anomalies of significant wave height and mean direction, extracted from locations 1 and 2 (see Figure 1).
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significant negative correlation is present for swell waves only

during summer (Investigator Strait and western portion of GSV)

and autumn in Investigator Strait. A significant negative correlation

was found between SOI and integrated mean wave direction

anomaly in the southern region of the gulf in summer (R<-0.4).

This summer correlation was found across the gulf in the swell wave

partition (R<-0.4) but was not present in the sea wave partition.

Small areas within GSV show significant negative correlations

during autumn and spring. These correlations suggest that SOI

has very little influence wave conditions in Autumn and Spring,
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however it has been found to influence winter wave heights where

sea waves are dominant and swell direction in the summer.

Seasonal correlations between wave parameter anomalies and

DMI anomalies are presented in Figure 12. A significant correlation

between DMI and significant wave height was found across the gulf

particularly during winter (R<-0.4) but also during spring (R<-

0.32), for both swell wave and sea wave partition anomalies. For

mean direction seasonal anomalies, a significant negative

correlation was found particularly in spring for sea wave

conditions (R<-0.4) and the swell partition has some spatially
FIGURE 10

Correlation contour maps of seasonal modelled mean wave direction and height anomaly with seasonal anomalies of Southern Annular Mode Index
for integrated conditions, sea waves only and swell waves only. Significant correlations occur when R>0.32 or R<-0.32.
FIGURE 9

Correlation contour maps of annual modelled mean wave height and mean-direction with annual anomalies of Southern Annular Mode Index (SAM),
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and Dipole Mode Index (DMI) for integrated conditions, sea waves only and swell waves only. Significant correlations
occur when R>0.32 or R<-0.32.
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sporadic correlation (R<-0.32) in winter and in autumn to a lesser

spatial extent. These correlations suggest that DMI has a significant

influence on wave conditions across the gulf in winter and spring

but not in summer or autumn.
4 Discussion

This study advances the understanding of bimodal wave

climates at GSV through the development of a 40-year wave

hindcast that captures medium term fluctuations which have been

compared to various climate modes relevant to the region. The

hindcast was developed to assess and compare sea waves, swell
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
waves, and integrated conditions in GSV. The integrated conditions

model was used for validation with measured integrated wave

parameters buoy data over a one-month period. There was

generally good agreement between measured and simulated wave

conditions used for analysis in this study. There were strong

significant wave height correlations of R=0.88 (Semaphore) and

R=0.89 (Brighton), however the model was shown to overpredict

wave heights with a bias of 0.14m (Semaphore) and 0.18m

(Brighton). The agreement between modelled and measured

mean direction was reasonable with correlations of R=0.70

(Semaphore) and R=0.8 (Brighton), however there was high

RMSE values of 48 degrees (Semaphore) and 37 degrees

(Brighton). The over prediction of wave height and wave
FIGURE 12

Correlation contour maps of seasonal modelled mean wave direction and height anomaly with seasonal anomalies of Dipole Mode Index for
integrated conditions, sea waves only and swell waves only. Significant correlations occur when R>0.32 or R<-0.32.
FIGURE 11

Correlation contour maps of seasonal modelled mean wave direction and height anomaly with seasonal anomalies of Southern Oscillation Index for
integrated conditions, sea waves only and swell waves only. Significant correlations occur when R>0.32 or R<-0.32.
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direction error should be considered if assessing design wave

conditions in GSV, however the model is appropriate for wave

climate characterization as done in this study. In addition, the

differentiation of wave directions from a bimodal wave climate is

difficult for wave buoys to accurately capture.

Uniform wind was used as variations in the global model are

not expected to significantly improve the representation of local

conditions within the gulf. Resolution of Era5 outputs is 0.25°

(~23km) and the width of the gulf is ~65km so the model will

struggle to represent the nuances of local conditions. A possible

avenue for improvement of this model could include a spatially

variable wind input through the development of a local wind model,

capable of capturing coastal breezes, blocking of winds, tunneling

and convective processes. In addition, the computational timestep

could be decreased and wind could be introduced in non-stationary

mode, though this would come at significant computational cost.

Limitations of boundary conditions used in this study should also

be considered. Though outside the scope of this investigation, wave

energy at the boundary could be corrected based on satellite

altimeter data using the methodology suggested by Albuquerque

et al. (2018). This correction could improve confidence in wave

energy inputs, however uncertainties would remain in the wave

direction and period which are not corrected by this approach.

Limitations to the methodology used to introduce swell and sea

waves should also be considered if the magnitude of these wave

types is of interest. Given swell and sea waves were modelled using

independent model simulations (as opposed to partitioned outputs

of a single simulation) there is potential for differences in the energy

of bulk conditions when compared to the summation of sea and

swell. Any over or underestimates in wave energy from this

limitation are likely minor and do not impact the conclusions of

this study. An additional limitation to be considered in model

applicability is the representation of tidal levels which were applied

uniformly across the model. Kämpf (2014), found that tidal levels at

the north of the gulf have an increased range of 4m when compared
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to the 3m tidal range at the entrance to the gulf. This is unlikely to

significantly impact the investigation into climate driver

correlations, however it should be considered if assessing

nearshore wave conditions in the northern region of the gulf.

The results indicate that the wave climate on the eastern side of

the gulf, adjacent to Adelaide’s metropolitan beaches is impacted by

both local sea waves and swell waves. This impact is nuanced, with

the peak partition of the wave spectrum varying spatially and

temporally which indicates bimodal peak conditions along the

coast. This bimodal wave climate is a result of the unidirectional

swell waves which propagate through Investigator Strait from the

southwest and local sea waves generated by winds within the gulf.

These modes are evident in Figure 5 (panel E) in which Hs and Tp

model results extracted from the nearshore on the eastern side of

the gulf show two clear wave climate modes of longer period (>10

seconds) with Hs between 0-1.2m and shorter period (<8 seconds)

with Hs between 0-2.7m. Figure 13 further highlights the bimodal

conditions present in the gulf. Panel A shows the percentage of time

swell wave Hs exceeds sea wave Hs. This varies spatially across the

gulf from approximately 50% swell dominance in the south,

decreasing to less that 10% swell dominance in the north of the

gulf. This highlights the spatial gradient of swell impact from south

to north where there is a decreasing presence of swell waves. Panel B

provides an example of the bimodal sea state adjacent to Adelaide’s

managed beaches at a single timestep of the model. The

southwesterly swell partition of the wave spectrum has peak

energy for the southern stretch of Adelaide’s metropolitan

beaches while the locally generated northwesterly waves have

peak energy for the northern stretch of beaches.

The study of each spectral mode is important to the

understanding of longshore sediment transport along Adelaide’s

managed beaches which lie on the eastern side of GSV and are

subject to the bimodal wave climate. The net observed littoral drift

of this coastline occurs from south to north (Huiban et al., 2019)

driven by the southwesterly components of the swell and sea waves,
FIGURE 13

Bimodal integrated wave conditions from modelled wave hindcast. (A) displayed the percentage of time swell Hs is greater than sea Hs. (B) shows
bimodal waves impacting Adelaide metropolitan coastline on December 20, 2019 – arrow vectors show peak wave direction and significant wave
height magnitude.
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while transport from north to south can be contributed only from

the northerly component of the sea waves. This means that for

Adelaide’s managed beaches, an increase in wave direction or a

decrease in Hs of swell SW waves may lead to a decrease in net

south to north transport. In addition, the complex bimodal climate,

often with waves from two sides at the same moment in time, will

make it a challenge to assess the precise sediment transports in the

region. This may even lead to opposite longshore transports at

different depths driven by either the western swell or northeasterly

wind sea conditions. The bimodality of the climate needs to be

accounted for in morphological assessments in the region.

Significant correlations between both significant wave height

and mean direction and the SAM index and SOI were observed for

the GSV, which is similar to other studies in the southern region of

Australia’s coast (Hemer et al., 2010; Reguero et al., 2015). In

addition, correlations were found to DMI within the gulf. It is noted

that these anomalies are of particular significance for the Adelaide

metropolitan coastline, due to the relative magnitude of the

anomalies and their impact on sediment transport.

The impact of the anomalies was found to vary over the seasons.

Given the prevalence of the swell waves in the southern region of the

gulf (see Figure 3), it was expected that stronger correlations in the

southern region of the gulf may be related to the anomalies driving

these swell waves, while stronger correlations in the northern region

may be due to anomalies related to the sea waves. This was confirmed

across several examples by analysing these modes separately, for

instance the integrated condition correlations to SAM index, where

there was a strong correlation in the southern region for Hs and a

strong correlation in the northern region for mean direction. As

expected, there is a significant negative correlation between the SAM

anomaly and swell partition annual significant wave height anomaly

as well as the sea wave partition annual mean wave direction anomaly

(see Figures 9, 10).

The obtained understanding of the relationship between climate

indices and key wave parameters in this study helps to give a sense of

how the wave climate may fluctuate in the medium to long term.
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Forecasted climatic indices can, for example, be used to predict the

anomalies at a monthly to seasonal timescale in the GSV. In addition,

it will be possible to obtain insight into the long-term changes to the

wave climate on the basis of the known trends in some climate indices

(see Figure 14), which is relevant for climate adaptation of Adelaide’s

coast. The long-term changes of SAM, SOI and IOD will impact the

future wave climate of GSV, however, in different ways.

When SAM is positive, a belt of westerly winds moves closer to

Antarctica, but when SAM is negative the belt of westerly winds

moves closer to the southern regions of Australia (Swart et al.,

2015). The impact of this shift in westerly winds on southern ocean

waves has been documented by Hemer et al. (2010). This study has

confirmed that relationships are also found within GSV. When the

westerly winds tend closer to Australia (negative SAM) the results of

this study show that this correlates to an annual and seasonal

(summer, winter and spring) increase of significant wave height and

an increase in wave direction. Given the dominant wave direction is

from the southwest, this indicates waves tend more westerly with

negative SAM. The nuances of the impact of SAM on the swell and

sea waves within GSV can largely be attributed to the orientation of

the gulf. Swell waves enter the gulf through Investigator Strait which

is bound by the Yorke Peninsula to its north and Kangaroo Island to

its south. This means that swell waves from a westerly direction

enter the gulf less obstructed by Kangaroo Island and maintain their

energy leading to increased wave heights in the gulf. The impact of

the westerly wind belt controlled by SAM on sea waves within the

gulf is more direct. Correlations of SAM anomaly with sea wave

direction are prevalent across the gulf in summer and spring, while

correlations with wave height are more prevalent of the eastern side

of the gulf in winter and spring. The reason for this prevalence of

wave height correlation on the eastern side of the gulf is likely the

exposure to a longer fetch extending through Investigator Strait

which allows for increased wind wave generation when westerly

winds are more prevalent.

SAM has had a positive trend over the past 50 years, though

forecasting it into the future is difficult due to the lack of
FIGURE 14

Future impacts of climate drivers that influence the wave climate in Gulf St Vincent – (A–C) show projected changes to SAM, SOI and IOD
respectively (as per (Miller et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2021a, Cai et al., 2021b).
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understanding of the contributions of greenhouse gas increases,

which would promote positive trends, while ozone recovery

(greenhouse gas decrease) would promote negative trends (Fogt

and Marshall, 2020). Studies of SAM which include ozone recovery

have projected a range of scenarios from insignificantly negative

trends (Arblaster et al., 2011; Polvani et al., 2011) to significantly

positive (Miller et al., 2006). If the SAM continues a positive trend,

the correlations to wave conditions in this study suggest that mean

swell wave height will decrease in summer, winter, spring and

annually whilst sea wave heights will decrease in winter and spring.

The westerly component of swell waves would decrease in summer,

winter, spring and annually whilst the westerly component of the

sea waves will decrease in summer, spring and annually.

The SOI phases impact weather patterns in southern Australia

with stronger La Niña phases leading to increased easterly winds

and the westerly wind belt below Australia moving further south.

Hemer et al. (2010), found a significant negative correlation

between the SOI and winter significant wave height offshore of

south Australia towards the south east. This correlation with

offshore swell waves was not found to translate to swell waves

within the gulf. Instead, significant correlations with SOI within the

gulf were found for summer swell direction and winter sea wave

height. The correlation between positive SOI (linked to La Niña)

and positive anomaly in winter sea wave height across the gulf

suggest an increase in wind stress. Though relationships between

GSV wind anomalies and SOI have not been specifically

investigated in literature, there has been studies that link La Niña

periods to increased storminess across southern Australia (Ashok

et al., 2007).

The SOI is predicted to show an increase in variability and

magnitude associated to greenhouse warming (Cai et al., 2021a).

This means there will likely be stronger El Niño and La Niña phases

in the future. Given the correlations between wave conditions in

GSV and the SOI, an increase in stronger La Niña events would lead

to increases in extreme winters with increased wave heights,

conversely stronger El Niño winters would lead to decreased

mean wave height across the season. Correlations also suggest

that stronger SOI fluctuations would also lead to an increase in

swell direction variability between summer seasons.

The IOD impacts weather patterns in southern Australia in its

negative phase when a cloud band extends from northwest

Australia (Cai et al., 2011b). Ummenhofer et al. (2011) reports

that IOD impacts rainfall across the western and southern regions

of Australia during winter and spring. This seasonal phase lock was

also found in this study where significant negative correlations with

sea and swell wave conditions were identified in winter and spring.

This suggests that the northwest cloud band associated to the IOD

impact wave conditions in the gulf. This influence may arise from

heightened wind strength during cloudier conditions, driven by

increased pressure gradients.

The IOD is also expected to be influenced by the effects

greenhouse gas emissions with the climate of the Indian Ocean

projected to change significantly (Cai et al., 2013). The projected

response of the IOD and associated DMI is a decrease in moderate

positive events but an increase in the number of stronger positive

events (Cai et al., 2011b). Though this trend has been identified for
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positive events, it largely remains unknown how negative IOD

events will change or trend in the future (Rutlidge et al., 2023).

When considering the combined future effects of the drivers of

seasonal to interannual fluctuations in GSV, it is important to

consider underlying long term changes due to climate change.

Reguero et al. (2019) investigated the impact of oceanic warming

on global wave power and found a significant positive correlation in

the Southern Ocean suggesting that wave power will increase as

oceans warm which has also been reported by Young and Ribal

(2019) who found that increases in mean wind speed and significant

wave height over the past 33 years. This will have an impact on

GSV, largely through an increase in swell energy from the Southern

Ocean. This impact will have a contrasting effect on swell to the

predicted decline in swell energy entering GSV due to a positive

trending SAM. The contrasting and nuanced impacts of the

seasonal to interannual fluctuations discussed in this study with

interdecadal trends are critical to future wave climate forecasting.

The results of this study highlight the importance of understanding

downscaled impacts to more complex areas such as semi exposed

gulfs where the application of offshore trends may not apply directly

to the local area of concern.

The seasonal to interannual effects of climate drivers discussed

in this paper are important to the future management of the coasts

of the GSV. Of particular importance for GSV is identifying the

combination of increased wave height and increased southerly

component of the wave direction which leads to increased south

to north sediment transport along the eastern side of the Gulf.

Adelaide’s managed beaches require sand nourishments to

maintain beach widths of southern beaches, and especially these

south to north transports are responsible for the local

sediment deficits.

The methodology used in this study to derive these regional

correlations between large scale climate drivers and local wave

conditions is expected to be applicable for semi-enclosed basins

around the world. In these locations where swell waves only form

part of the wave climate, it is crucial to consider the drivers for local

sea waves to understand the drivers for conditions within the basin.

It is expected that by understanding the nuances of the wave

climates in these basins, coastal managers will be able to pre-

emptively assess the possible severity of upcoming seasons on the

coastal environment due to waves.
5 Conclusions

The factors that influence the seasonal to interannual timescale

behavior of bimodal wave climates for semi-enclosed bays are better

understood as a result of the comparison of modelled waves (over

40-years) with climate modes for the Gulf St Vincent,

South Australia.

The eastern side of the gulf is influenced by a bimodal wave

climate consisting of unidirectional swell waves from the southwest

and sea waves generated within the gulf. The dominance of either

the sea and swell climate varies spatially and temporally, which is of

particular relevance for the coastal sediment transports and beach

stability at Adelaide. The 3-month-averaged significant wave height
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and mean wave direction showed seasonal variations of up to 30%

and ±20 degrees respectively. These seasonal anomalies of wave

height and mean direction are significantly correlated (R>0.32 or

R<-0.32) with the SAM index, SOI and DMI. SAM was found to

have the strongest correlations with both wave parameters,

especially having significant correlation with the swell wave

height and sea wave direction.

The study highlights the benefits of considering modes of a

bimodal wave climate separately when analysing wave parameter

anomalies and their correlation to climate indices. It is predicted

SAM, SOI and DMI will all be influenced by greenhouse gas

emissions in the future so an understanding of how these

projections relate to each mode of the wave climate is useful to

give indications of how related coastal hazards may vary in the

future. It is expected that the Southern Annular Mode will trend

positively, resulting in a decrease in wave height and the westerly

component of waves in the Gulf. Moreover, projections suggest that

the Southern Oscillation Index will become more variable in the

future, leading to more extreme winter and spring wave conditions

in the gulf. The impact of greenhouse gas emissions on future trends

of negative IOD events remains understudied, improved

understanding would provide insight into future trends of winter

and spring wave conditions in Gulf St Vincent. Understanding how

these climate drivers impact the bimodal wave climate in the gulf

will allow coastal managers to pre-emptively prepare appropriate

management of a coast at a seasonal to annual timescale.
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